Topic Sentence

Directions: Cut and paste the correct topic sentence to each paragraph.

1. There are so many choices. There's ice cream, cake, pice, and cookies. I think brownies are my favorite. I wish I could just eat only desserts and never spinach!

2. I can hear him snoring at night. In the daytime he goes outside and eats my mom's daisies. He tracked his muddy footprints into the house. I ask for extra macaroni and cheese to feed my dinosaur.

3. They pinch my feet. I can't wiggle my toes as much as I want to. My feet get hot in shoes. I can't wait until summer when my feet can come out to play.

4. I like to feel the wind go through my hair. Everything passes by you really fast. Then you get out of breath. That's when I start to walk.

5. They like to lie around all day. They walk slow. Sometimes they lick their paws and their fur. That's why some of them get fat!

---

Cats are lazy animals.
I don't like to wear shoes.
I love dessert!
A dinosaur lives under my bed.
I like to run.
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